Wearable near-infrared spectroscopy neuroimaging and its applications.
Wearable near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) systems are expected to be applied in various fields such as health care (medical use), education (teaching), and biofeedback. An investigation on hyperscanning by using NIRS is discussed first, where multiple brains were simultaneously measured for investigating and evaluating important social interactions, such as communication. The relationship between interacting brain activities and performance in cooperation has been demonstrated. An investigation on mood-state measurements in a return-to-work program is next discussed. It has been reported that a specified index calculated using NIRS signals obtained during performance of a working memory task correlated with a mood score. Using this index, the mood states of volunteers who participated in a return-to-work program after psychiatric clinical treatment were monitored. It has been suggested that the relationship between brain activities and subjective assessment of depression mood will be useful for evaluating the recovery stage for return-to-work programs. These techniques open new applications of wearable NIRS systems in mental health care.